QuickAnalysis: A Software Designed and Developed for a Portable On-Site Pathogen Detection System.
To develop a software program used for controlling the portable on-site pathogen detection system which is based on real-time PCR, this software is developed by C# over the Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 and used on local computers which are equipped with Windows systems. Taking the actual demand as the guidance, it constructs according to the framework design and unifies the barcode technology, the cloud service, and the Bluetooth technology. Based on the above methods, this software can meet the demands of the system such as free experiment design, auto-control of the hardware and efficient data management. During the operation of this program, the serial port and network communication between it and the device and web server remains stable, no matter it is processing the data collection or data analysis and display. It is feasible and practical to apply this software to the portable on-site pathogen detection system in clinical practices and research work.